
 

PRODUCTION AREA 
      Country: Italy 
      Region: Trentino 
      Appellation: Nosiola Trentino DOC 
 
Classic indigenous white grape variety that has been cultivated for centuries in Trentino’s 
Valley of the Lakes (where they are left to wither over a long period to produce the famous 
Vino Santo) and on the lower hills of the Cembra Valley (in the area of Pressano). To taste 
Nosiola is to taste a piece of northern Italian history.  The grape probably owes its name to 
the Italian word for hazelnut (nocciola), which may be a reference to either the hazelnut 
aroma note the wine shows or to the light (instead of dark) brown color the raisined Nosiola 
grapes turn when they are very mature. It is a rustic drought-resistant vine that grows best on 
a well-ventilated hill-side, on grey loam rock soil. It dislikes rain, especially during the 
flowering period. 
 
Grapes for Bottega Vinaia Nosiola come from the Valley of Lakes on the slopes of the Calavino 
mountains, where there is a large difference between day and night temperatures, which 
produces crisp, aromatic wines.   
 
GRAPE VARIETIES 
100% Nosiola 
Low yield of 70 hectoliters per hectare 

WINEMAKER 
Anselmo Martini 

PRODUCTION TECHNIQUES 
After careful selection of the bunches a soft crushing is carried out.  The resulting juice is 
fermented at a controlled temperature. Refining in stainless steel follows for four months, 
after which it is bottled cold-sterile. 

DESCRIPTION 
      Color: Pale straw yellow color with distince greenish hints  
      Aroma: Pleasant bouquet with floral notes a light background of green apples and 
                  apricot.   
      Taste: Crisp, refreshing, wine a nutty toasted finish that adds a special note  

ANALYSIS 
Alc.: 12.0% Total Acidity:  6.0 g/L   Residual Sugar:  dry       

SERVING SUGGESTIONS 
Pairs well with pasta with melted butter and sage, trout with almonds and vegetable 
omelettes. 
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Estate-bottled Bottega Vinaia is the outcome of a vision by lead winemaker Anselmo 
Martini. Starting in the early 1990s, Martini sought to explore the optimum potential of 
a handful of extraordinary vineyards in northern Italy’s Trentino region that, year after 
year, consistently produce the highest quality grapes. This select group of family-
farmed vineyards is the source of Bottega Vinaia, an exceptional line of artisan wines 
that reflects the authentic qualities of the Trentino terroir. Thanks to Anselmo 
Martini’s passion and tireless drive, Bottega Vinaia has swiftly joined the ranks of 
Italy’s top-notch premium wine producers. 


